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Build a safe and open community of creatives, art
collectors & technical explorers who feel engaged,
rewarded and integral to our journey of discovery into
Blockchain as a medium for art

Reward our supporters and incentivise long term
holding with exclusive access to unreleased and
prototype artwork, new collection whitelisting,
community rewards and more..

Our Vision



 

Automatic NFT drops as community rewards 
We are allocating a percentage of all future projects to be rewarded to the
EC holders! 
By holding an EC piece you have a chance to be airdropped brand new art
pieces from new collections during every sale.

This will be demonstrated during Eternal Chaos drop 3 on the 18th
February with a brand new prototype project, 

Don't worry if you don't have an EC piece yet, our system is dynamic, upon
purchase during Drop 3 you will be added to the list of EC holders and will
be included in every reward selection from that point

Eternal Chaos

Holders Club
Holding an Eternal Chaos piece comes with
some serious long term benefits!

Whitelisting / Pre-sales access 
You will be automatically eligible for whitelisting or pre-sales activities on
future projects



Eternal Chaos

Holders Club
continued...

 Community Rewards fund 
5% of all profits will go into our Community Fund to be given back to EC
holders

Charity Fund 
5% of all profits will be put aside for charity.
EC holders will help to decide which Charities get the donations

Holders club discord channels 
Access to special discord channels where you get the latest info before
anyone else! Details of future projects, new initiatives, collaborations etc

AMA sessions with the team: 
We'll be hosting regular sessions with our holders to answer your
questions, take your feedback and build an even better and stronger
community.



Visual effects artist / technical art programmer 
with over 20 years in the games industry.

Lover of nature and generative art
 

@CM_GenArt
 

 Coder / Blockchain enthusiast.
20+ year career in software Dev and testing.

 
 

@Pigeondigger
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Charles Machin Adam Gorman

https://twitter.com/CM_GenArt
https://twitter.com/pigeondigger

